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Abstract: 
 
With the increased connectivity, higher penetration of internet and lesser overheads, internet has 

become necessity of the time. Internet-able services have the possibility to disseminate and 

access information at an unbelievable pace and facilitate increased operational efficiency. Online 

sharing of geographic data and location based services through internet have become one 

among the fastest growing areas. NeST flagship product SIGNETS enables quicker development 

of custom WebGIS applications on ESRI ArcGIS Server by providing custom tools and 

functionalities on a task based framework thereby saving on development effort. 

ESRI products have one-third of the global GIS market share and are used by GIS users 

worldwide. ArcGIS Server from ESRI, facilitating data to be deployed from a central 

environment, connects people with geographic information via web applications and services. 

Organizations use ArcGIS Server to distribute maps and GIS capabilities. SIGNETS provide pre-

customized, ready-to-use GUI and tools typically required in an ArcGIS Server integrated 

application development, thereby reducing the duration of development life cycle for developers 

as well as end customers.  

This paper focuses on the challenges and benefits provided by this application SIGNETS to the 

ArcGIS server users. It also outlines the functionalities provided by SIGNETS that extends ESRI 

ArcGIS Server Application Development Framework. 

 
 
Introduction: 
 
The last decade has witnessed a sudden increase in demand for GIS technology. Maps, satellite 

images and location based services over the internet and mobile devices have become one of the 

most sought after services. Organizations are expanding operations to incorporate GIS into integral 

part of their workflow and to integrate it with other centrally managed business operations. With the 

increased connectivity, better computer infrastructure at lesser overheads, Internet-able services 

facilitate to disseminate and access information at an unbelievable pace and operational efficiency. 

World over, the state governments, Utility companies and many other organization are making use 

of internet and GIS to support and improve their local operations and services.  
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ESRI products have one-third of the global GIS market share and are used by GIS users worldwide. 

Organizations use ArcGIS Server to distribute maps and GIS capabilities. ArcGIS Server from ESRI, 

facilitating data to be deployed from a central environment, connects people with geographic 

information via web applications and services.  

 

For the past four decades ESRI has come out with GIS software to meet the ever increased 

demands of industry and evolving technologic capabilities. The evolution of ESRI suite from PC 

ArcInfo in early 1980s to Arc Info Workstation, ArcGIS Desktop and ArcView in 1990s, ArcIMS in late 

90s and so on has proved ESRIs sensitivity towards addressing the needs of GIS user and industry. 

With increase in the network infrastructure, internet service providers and acceptance of internet 

paved way for ArcIMS. ArcIMS web services introduced a framework for publishing GIS information 

products to web browser clients. Subsequently, Geoprocessing and a broad range of service oriented 

web operations were included in addition to ArcIMS services through ArcGIS Server in 2004. 

 

However, ArcGIS Server provides a set of standard tools ready for its users, by default. This 

necessitates the customisation of several other tools and functionalities which are required to meet 

end user’s needs. NeST flagship product SIGNETS enables quicker development of custom Web GIS 

applications on ESRI ArcGIS Server. SIGNETS provide custom tools and functionalities on a task 

based framework, significantly reducing the turn around time for development effort and application 

deployment. 

This paper deals in detail the salient features of the application and the benefits accrued to the end 

users of this product. 

 

About Signets 

SIGNETS provides pre-customized ready to use GUI and tools typically required in an ArcGIS Server 

integrated application development environment thereby reducing the development life cycle for 

developers as well as end customers. Some of the unique functionalities provided by SIGNETS for 

ArcGIS Server 9.2 are Google map style navigation controls, pluggable components using ESRI task 

based framework to name a few. 

This includes a set of basic tools and functionalities with configuration and management options for 

a boilerplate web mapping application. The add-on shall have two components – an enhanced 

project template and integration with the ArcGIS Server Manager Web Application Wizard. 

Application Functionalities 

Some of the key features that add value to varied strata of end users are enclosed below: 

i) Task based development framework:  

SIGNETS enable the user to pick, choose the tasks and drag / drop them into the development 

framework. This provides considerable savings in design and developing a customized ArcGIS Server 
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application. The functionalities of the SIGNETS are available in combo box, where user can select 

one to execute the functionality. 

 

ii) Selection tools: 

A set of “Selection Tools” are provided to select the features on the map. Four types of common 

selection tools are available in the window. The selection can be performed either on all layers 

loaded on the map or on a single layer. 

Selection tools include - An option for user to manage the selection color of features by choosing a 

color from color palette, an option to clear the selected features is available as a command in the 

window. A unique switch selection option facilitates the users by deselecting selected items, and 

selecting those that were not earlier.  

Various types of selection tools available include polygon select tool, circle select tool, rectangle and 

point selection tool with tool tip and user specified tolerance. When user clicks on the map, features 

of the active layers will be selected and their attributes will be listed in a new “Selection Results” 

window. Each record in the results window will be listed as rows, with “Zoom to the selected 

feature” functionality. 

 

iii) Buffer tools: 

This task is used to buffer the features in two different ways. Buffering the currently selected 

features and select a set of features matching a criteria and apply buffering distance. This tool 

facilitates to apply buffer to the specific layers, apply buffer to the given distance and the choice of 

map units for buffer distance. 

 

iv) Markup tools: 

Enable users to draw point, polyline, circle, polygon, text markups on the map. Users can also move 

markups to any user specified location on the map. Users also have the additional option to export 

selected markups to XML. 

 

v) Export data: 

The export tool helps the user to export the records / attribute data of the selected features in a 

single feature layer in the map. The attribute data can be exported to .csv or .xls format at any 

point of time.  
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Figures - Screen Shots of application 
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System Requirements 

 Software: ArcGIS Server 9.2 

 Development Platform:  C# ASP.NET 2.0 

Operating systems supported: Windows XP/Windows 2003 

Database: MS Access, SQL Server and Oracle  

Browsers:  Firefox 2.0/ Internet Explorer 6.0/ Internet Explorer 7.0. 

 

 

Benefits - The need for Signets: 

 Reduction in development cost and time thereby providing greater Return on Investment. 

 Enables an intermediate GIS developer / user to use SIGNETS for developing and deploying a 

web application.  

 

Conclusion 

 Provides out of the box functionalities that – reduce development time & effort and enable 

consultant to address development needs. 

 A non-developer can deploy a new website within a short time frame, using ArcGIS template 

and configuring the existing tools & tasks through the GIS manager.  

For every user, the requirement varies on how the application should look like, the functionalities 

required etc. The time and money spend for designing and developing these requirements can be 

reduced by adopting SIGNETS, facilitating a jump start in deploying ArcGIS Server application. 

 

 

 


